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This partition of a continent from whose results we have for
so long been suffering is, when it is tabulated, an amazing
instance of an afflatus that, arising no one much knows why,
spreads with an amazing rapidity half across a world. No
one knows why Italy should in 1883 have suddenly taken
it into her head to imitate her ancestors of the Punic War.
But once the country of St. Francis of the Birds had shown
the way, every inhabitant of every country anywhere
within reach of the poor Dark Continent seemed suddenly
to be visited by a new and blinding revelation. It became
obvious to each such man that he could only fulfil his
July 1884 Germany establishes protectorate over Togoland.
„        55	„	„	35	„    Cameroons.
Nov.    55	„	5,	,5	ultimating in German E.
Africa.
Dec.    „    Great Britain annexes St. Lucia Bay.
Jan. 1885 Spain announces protectorate over part of W. coast of Africa.
Feb. 55 Berlin Conference recognizes possession of Congo region by
trading association of Leopold II of Belgium.
55        55    Portugal receives compensation on the Congo for recognizing
rights of Leopold II.
„        55    Khartoum taken by Mahdi. Gordon killed.
Mar.    55    London lends ^9,000,000 sterling to Egypt.
Apr.    55    German S.W. Africa Co. given rights of sovereignty.
Oct.    55    Turko-British convention ref. Partition of Egypt.
Dec.    „    Foreign relations  of Madagascar placed under control  of
France. *
These are the happenings of only the first three years of the Partition.
But these million-stealings went on as thickly with the usual fallings out
of the thieves right up to the Turkish War of 1913 and into the shadow
of Armageddon. In March 1896 France annexed Madagascar; and the
Italians were wiped out of existence by Menelik in Abyssinia. In June
'98 the Fashoda Incident set Great Britain and France within an inch
of war. In October '99 the Transvaal invaded the British South African
possessions. The war lasted three years and a half. In 1911 for several
months France and Germany, at Agadir, were within an inch of war
over Morocco. Under cover of that tension Italy declared war on
Turkey with the intention of annexing Turkish N. Africa. This led
directly to the first and second Balkan Wars of 1912 and '13. . . And
those wars, by bottling up Germany from the Near East, led directly
to her invasion of Belgium in 1914.

